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riven by the rise of new energy
technologies, climate change
and fluctuating energy demands,
utility markets in developed economies
are undergoing rapid and radical changes
in direction. Oliver Wyman conducted a
recent study on global utility markets and
discerned three primary patterns in terms
of structural market shifts. Diverse countries
are characterized by either: 1) decentralized
generation under government-set targets;
2) monopoly regulation at the local level; or
3) balancing market competition with strong
regulatory oversight. The energy markets of
Germany, the United States and the United
Kingdom each represent one of these patterns.
Structural shifts such as these can have a large
impact on value creation and destruction.
As an example, Germany at one time had a
centralized energy system with nuclear and
lignite (“brown coal”) power plants owned by
large, vertically integrated utilities. Due to the
Energiewende program, however, small-scale
renewable generation capacity has increased
(such as photovoltaic and onshore wind),

resulting in a highly decentralized market and
the devaluation of incumbent energy assets. As
a result, the enterprise value of the three largest
German utilities fell between 2008 and 2014 by
as much as 58 percent. (See Exhibit 1.)

ENERGY MARKET TRENDS
All countries we examined are showing a mix
of market shifts to some degree, and future
market directions could change rapidly. Three
trends in particular are worth noting, as these
will have an outsize influence on utilities’
future planning.
Increased regulatory focus: Market regulatory
policy is naturally influenced by political
ideology and global trends. From a utility’s
perspective, this means that they must think
in terms of scenarios and actively engage
in the political and regulatory debate. As
energy market volatility is unlikely to diminish,
utilities will need to develop collaborative
viewpoints on future regulatory direction,
typically by supplementing direct lobbying

Exhibit 1: ELECTRIC UTILITY VALUE CREATION AND DESTRUCTION
Structural market shifts are having a big impact on electric companies’ earnings and value
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• Large differences along the value chain
• Decline in conventional generation
erased nearly 50% of the original
profit pool
• Renewables as well as domestic gas
and power supply have had positive
effects on value
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and engagement with the indirect support of
customers, suppliers and other stakeholders.
Successful utilities also must be flexible
enough to respond quickly and effectively
to regulatory policy change to avoid value
destruction, such as through stranded assets,
and find new growth opportunities. This
nimbleness is a competency that many larger
incumbent players struggle with given the
legacy nature of their businesses and static
organizational structures.
Renewables-based and decentralized
generation: Utilities will need to find new endcustomer solutions and mark out positions
in the renewables-driven generation market.
As technology progresses and climate
change becomes more of an issue worldwide,
renewable energy will become more
important in all markets. But given that many
renewable technologies are characterized
by small and distributed generation units,
a higher share of renewables will likely
mean a higher level of decentralization. The
climate targets set at the 2015 Paris Climate
Conference underline the need for renewables
and increasing levels of decentralized
generation on a global level.
The situation of customers being able to
generate their own power is particularly
challenging for utilities. They will need to
develop new services and solutions to maintain
customer relationships and the associated
earnings, as well as positioning themselves in
these more competitive generation markets.
Market diversity: Once-homogeneous energy
markets are being broken up into different
regulatory and pricing sub-markets, requiring
utilities to build out specialized knowledge
and capabilities in response. Large monopoly
utilities may want to consider alternatives such
as moving to more decentralized business
units or even to a holding company structure
as a means of increasing adaptability while
reducing complexity.
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Utilities will need to become
more creative and adaptive

RESPONDING TO CHANGE
The speed at which energy markets are
changing today and the increasing number
of moving parts in terms of policy levers and
regulatory bodies means that utilities will need
to become more creative and adaptive. And
while sources of value are splintering under
the weight of shifting markets, the following
success factors need to be the focus for any
utility: performance optimization, regulatory
management and customer centricity.
Performance optimization: Performance
optimization for many utilities starts with
pulling classic levers such as reducing variable
costs. As an example, all three major German
utilities, in the face of decentralization and
renewable energy targets, have implemented
performance improvement programs,
realizing some $8.7 billion in sustainable cost
improvement since 2008.
In the light of ongoing performance challenges,
however, moving from traditional, top-down
approaches to end-to-end performance
optimization that engages all levels of
the organization has become crucial. To
enable such optimization, for example,
German utilities E.ON and RWE are splitting
their companies in two – separating the
conventional generation business from
renewables generation, grids and retail.
Active management of risk is important as
well, to ensure utilities can weather the kinds
of disruptive changes that can erode value and
strand assets.
Regulatory management: Successful utilities
are using scenario planning to understand the
entire range of possible evolutionary paths
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for regulation and technology and thus where
value is most likely to be created (or destroyed)
across the energy value chain. This information
can provide a starting point for engaging
regulators, government, rating agencies and
investors in discussing the implications of
future developments and shaping constructive
regulatory partnerships.
As an example, a midsize US energy company
with significant financial issues worked
to strengthen its relationships with state
regulators and officials and to take a more
active role in shaping policy. In particular, the
company emphasized the quality and relative
low cost of utility services plus the job creation
benefits of utility operations and purchases
within the state. By then delivering on its
promises in terms of core utility operations
and meeting regulatory initiatives, it was able
to reduce regulatory lag and de-risk earnings.
Over the past five years, the company has
continually earned its allowed returns, grown
earnings through an aggressive capital
investment program and achieved best-in-class
stock market performance.
Customer centricity: In the past, customers
could do little to influence utility performance
and earnings. But the uptick in competition in
retail means that customers have more choices;
customer satisfaction is becoming directly
linked to earnings in the more regulated parts
of the value chain (such as in the UK). And
with utility bills taking an ever-larger bite out
of customers’ wallets, energy consumers in
all markets show less confidence in energy
retailers’ ability to deliver value for money.
One way in which energy retailers are
trying to retain (or regain) customer trust is
through innovation. It is now common to see
utilities investing in new propositions and
new technologies to improve the quality,
transparency and sustainability across all of
their services. For example, British Gas, the
UK’s largest energy retailer, provides about
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one million utility customers with home
maintenance services (such as boiler care,
electrical and plumbing installation and
maintenance) and leads the market in the use
of smart metering and energy management
technologies, which offer customers greater
transparency and control of their energy usage.
Even those utilities that have limited interfaces
with customers, such as network operators,
are facing a ramp-up in financial incentives
and penalties from regulators as a means of
improving levels of end customer satisfaction.

A NEW ENERGY ECONOMY
In summary, global utility markets are being
challenged by the ongoing transformation
to a new energy economy – one that will
utilize a wider swath of energy sources and
technologies and increase both competition
and regulatory pressures, while reducing
greenhouse gases, promoting resource
sustainability and increasing energy efficiency.
It’s a disruptive process, as both industry and
regulators try to figure out the best way forward
and optimal cost-benefit trade-offs. There
is no getting off this ride, however: Utilities
must recognize the status quo is no more
and prepare themselves to meet any and all
challenges that this transformation will bring.
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